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Global Context:   Identities and Relationships 
Key Concept:    Communication 
Related Concept/s:   Representation and Audience   
(SOI) Statement of Inquiry: In Art, portraiture can reveal or hide aspects of the subjects personality. 
Inquiry Questions… 
 Factual:   What is traditionally considered portrait Art? 
 Conceptual:   What can we include (or not include) in portraiture to show personality? 

Debatable:   Does portrait Art have to be realistic to represent the subjects personality? 
Unit description: In this unit you will be creating an acrylic painting on canvas that 

communicates subject’s personality to your audience. You will look closely 
at 2 Artist’s work for influence. You will learn various techniques for creating 
portraits and use these in your artwork 

Task/s to complete: 
 

1. RESEARCH & INVESTIGATION: Choose 2 portrait artist to compare and contrast in your process journal. 
2. BRAINSTORM: Choose a person you want to create an artwork from. It maybe a family member or a friend. Create 

a quick brainstorm about everything you can recall about their personality, hobbies, interests, likes, country, 
hometown, religion, beliefs etc. 

3. IMAGERY “BANK”: Create an imagery “bank” (collection) of images about your person. 10 images in total, 3 
images should be different photos of that person. You may or may not use this imagery in your final painitng. 

4. PORTRAITS WITHOUT PAIN: Your teacher will provide you with 3 demonstations. Make sure you have 3 A4 prints 
of your person ready. Complete the 3 tasks and glue into your sketch book 1. Creating sillouttes, 2. Tracing lines 
with tracing paper, 3.Transfering to canvas with carbon paper.  

5. COMPOSITIONAL STUDIES: complete 2 compositional studies that are arrangements of your portrait – like your 
artist influences. Make notes about how the artists have influenced your work. 

6. MATERIAL TESTING & INVESTIGATION: After discussing your ideas with your teacher you will be completing a 
material investigation – this is where you will make a small “swatches” that test colors, blending and mixing medias 
together. Your teacher will demonstrate some techniques to get you started. Photograph your process, print and 
record notes in you process journal. 

7. ARTIST INTENTION: Write a short paragraph explaining which design you have chosen and why. Make sure you 
refer to the SOI, the artists that have influenced your decisions etc. 

8. CREATING YOUR FINAL PORTRAIT 
9. ARTIST STATEMENT: to be displayed next to your work – very similar to artist intention. Your teacher will provide 

you with guidance. 
10. REFLECTION: A final reflection that demonstrates your understanding of the key and related concepts, the 

statement of inquiry and answering inquiry questions. 
11. SELF-ASSESSMENT: Grade yourself on the rubric provided before handing in to the teacher. 


